West Side Woman Receives Auto

That brand new Dodge no longer stands in front of the College. At the student festival staged in the K. C. hall last Friday afternoon, Mrs. Frank C. McGivern, 516 Turner Avenue, N.W., was awarded the automobile.

Lecture Series Brings Alfred Noyes to Grand Rapids Next Month

Popular English Poet Will Discuss "Literature in Retreat from Reality"

Alfred Noyes, today one of the most popular and best-loved poets of England and America, will deliver the second lecture in the Aquinas college series this coming Monday, December 3, at 8:15 p.m. The title of his talk will be "Literature in Retreat from Reality."

Noyes, who is well known for his war poems and the short stories "The Empire of Dr. T." and "Frontier," is the author of "Songs of a Deaf Man," "Mary, Mary," and "The Eagle and the Gent." He has written several books on the art of poetry, including "The Art of the Poet," and has been a regular contributor to the "Saturday Review of Literature." He is also a member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

Noyes' poetry is characterized by its use of vivid imagery and its exploration of themes such as war, love, and death. His work has been praised for its ability to capture the essence of a moment and for its ability to evoke powerful emotions in the reader.

In his lecture, Noyes will discuss the role of literature in reflecting the changing values and beliefs of society. He will explore the ways in which literature can serve as a mirror of society and as a means of reflecting on the human condition.

Noyes' lecture will be followed by a question and answer session, during which the audience will have the opportunity to ask questions about his work and to engage in a discussion about the role of literature in society.

This lecture is part of the college's ongoing series of lectures on literature and culture. The series aims to provide students with an understanding of the role of literature in society and to encourage them to think critically about the works they read.

The lecture will be held in the college's auditorium and is free and open to the public. No reservations are required.

Sister Malachy, librarian, will make arrangements for the sale of Noyes' books after the lecture.
To Make Victory Worth Fighting for
Revolution Is Necessary in Democratic Ranks

By Charles Beckmann

Following the last great war and continuing through the twenties, our conditions here in the United States was one of false ease and unwanted optimism. Then came the thirties and the depths of depression.

All around us was the sudden awareness of our democratic failure, failure among which was the neglect to organize here in this country an economy by which the vast American productive facilities could work for the good and betterment of all our people.

This plight has continued still today when we are engaged in a world-wide revolution—little realizing what we are fighting for, begrudging every dollar spent in our defense. Instead of creating a revolution in our own democratic realm, we are blindly making this war into one mighty effort to stop the revolution which Hitler has set in motion.

Hitler a Revolutionary

Hitler isn’t concerned only with the safety of his fatherland— he is a revolutionist. His notions are ingenuous yet immense, his voice ever barbaric. Nevertheless, before and during this Second World War he has imposed his rules upon millions and millions of people.

In Catholic colleges, where life is permeated with Catholic thought, we may expect the development of new movements, as there are several evidences that Catholic college students with the hope that it may spread among the laity in general.

Present-Day Liturgical Movement

Gains Impetus in Catholic Colleges

College is breeding grounds for new ideas and new movements. Hegel’s philosophy was taught in German universities long before the New Ideas and Movements. We have the right to think as we wish, but only if it is stored up and not imparted to others.

For Feminine Element Only:
Aquinus College Is Co-Educational!

Aquinus College is co-educational. This is a startling revelation, but it’s true, and don’t let anyone try to undeceive you! Perhaps this is all a bit bewildering, but it must not be allowed to confuse you.

Announcing Miss Helen Lynch of Helena, Montana, is an Aquinas graduate of 1941, well-known for her artistic abilities.

Know Historical Conditions
Before Accusing St. Louis

It has been called to our attention that Louis IX, king of France and a canonized saint, once ordered all the Jews in his country to wear a badge branding them as a people of a racial group, the Jews.

Because Aquinas is co-educational, women are afforded the same opportunities and the benefits which come of intellectual activities. We need women students as well as men if our college is to stand out among other institutions! Of what use is education if it is stored up and not imparted to others— if it is not utilized?

Once some young women came hunting for information on the mountainous realms of knowledge when a band of the quaintest little temptations came along and invited them to a barn dance. The Catholics attended a barn dance. Then, to finish this analogy, in true Rip Van Winkle fashion, they fell fast intellectually asleep. But how long they remained in this mental lethargy must be determined by their reactions to an editorial.

Rip slept for 20 years and when he awoke, his mind was blunt, his weapon rusty, and his garments tattered. Aquinas co-eds, don’t let that happen to you! Awake! Make your education articulate! Give others the benefit of your intellectual experiences!

Mr. Ed. I. Tor Scribbles... by C. H. B.

How to dive without getting wet: for particular people— and there are few through the ages— the answer is simple. Just tell Mary Lynch about the gorilla.

Your soul is often called snow-like because of its spotless birth, but you mustn’t settle when it touches the ground. While you have exalted the earth.

Jean Millhaup
Theo. Maynard Paints Captivating Picture of Chesterton He Knew
Poet’s Lecture Reveals Many Slants
On the Amazing G. K.’s Character

Gilbert Keith Chesterton lived again as Theodore Maynard, eminent past-lecturer, addressed Aquinas students, November 4, in the Knights of Columbus auditorium. Mr. Maynard’s interesting platform manner and vivid presentation held his audience in rapt attention as he told them intimately of “The Chesterton I Knew.”

Chesterton’s Prose Exposition

Of the many celebrated people whom Maynard has encountered, none were to him disappointing. Chesterton, he said, was the exception. When he was 17, he first met G. K. speaking on the topic “Why I am Not a Papist.” Maynard, then a strict Presbyterian, said he thought it was a joke because to him every good man was a Puritan. “But Chesterton was a thinker instead of a joker,” said Dr. Maynard. “He was like St. Thomas Aquinas in many ways— in fact, in every way!”

In Theodore Maynard’s opinion, Chesterton’s style is excellent, but probably sitting over a long period. The matter expressed in his peculiar style, however, cannot, he thinks, be over-valued.

Cites Anecdotes

An interesting Chestertonian’s character was given through the many anecdotes Maynard told of his friend. The famous Chestertonian cape was not an eccentricity, according to Maynard, but merely a last resort on the part of Chesterton to make an untidy husband appear tidy.

The huge pockets in G. K. ’s huge brown coat held string, cigar, sealing wax, and myriad other things, always including a loaded revolver. Chesterton’s cane was a tricky affair that related to a button. Maynard explained the manner saying, “Chesterton was not timid but certainly, eccentric, or perhaps a bit of a damsel in distress. In this respect, he went to his grave a disappointed romantic, ever-looking for the cry of ‘In a sense, I have mastered the technique of a three-point landing! Even aviators can’t dash around on a corner of the street at a moment’s notice! But what a time you have getting up and down if you have 11 that I haven’t answered yet.”

Helen Imperi: Congratulations on having mastered the technique of a three-point landing! Even aviators can’t dash around on a corner of the street at a moment’s notice! But what a time you have getting up and down if you have 11 that I haven’t answered yet.

Why? Everybody knows that “Chesterton was not timid but certainly, eccentric, or perhaps a bit of a damsel in distress. In this respect, he went to his grave a disappointed romantic, ever-looking for the cry of ‘In a sense, I have mastered the technique of a three-point landing! Even aviators can’t dash around on a corner of the street at a moment’s notice! But what a time you have getting up and down if you have 11 that I haven’t answered yet.”

Audrey Snyder and Thomas Over­
klast presented the position of the church on education before the Catholic Evidence guild, November 12.

The encyclical on Christian Educa­
tion was freely quoted.

The Guild, which holds luncheon meetings every second Wednesday, introduced the practice of communia cupera before and after meals.

Bioh Department Expresses Appreciation

Thanks from the Biology Department to Miss Jane O’Connor, public school teacher of Spartans, now attending late afternoon classes here, for 100 botany slides donated to Aquinas.

The Guild, which holds luncheon meetings every second Wednesday, inaugurated the practice of communia cupera before and after meals.

All Girls Orches ter Features Chesterton

Louise Imperi, attractive Aquinas sophmore, has established herself as the outstanding feature of the Grand Rapids police department’s 40-piece All Girls orchestra. The latest performance held his audience in rapt attention as he told them intimately of “The Chesterton I Knew.”

Chesterton’s Prose Exposition

Of the many celebrated people whom Maynard has encountered, none were to him disappointing. Chesterton, he said, was the exception. When he was 17, he first met G. K. speaking on the topic “Why I am Not a Papist.” Maynard, then a strict Presbyterian, said he thought it was a joke because to him every good man was a Puritan. “But Chesterton was a thinker instead of a joker,” said Dr. Maynard. “He was like St. Thomas Aquinas in many ways— in fact, in every way!”

In Theodore Maynard’s opinion, Chesterton’s style is excellent, but probably sitting over a long period. The matter expressed in his peculiar style, however, cannot, he thinks, be over-valued.

Cites Anecdotes

An interesting Chestertonian’s character was given through the many anecdotes Maynard told of his friend. The famous Chestertonian cape was not an eccentricity, according to Maynard, but merely a last resort on the part of Chesterton to make an untidy husband appear tidy.

The huge pockets in G. K. ’s huge brown coat held string, cigar, sealing wax, and myriad other things, always including a loaded revolver. Chesterton’s cane was a tricky affair that related to a button. Maynard explained the manner saying, “Chesterton was not timid but certainly, eccentric, or perhaps a bit of a damsel in distress. In this respect, he went to his grave a disappointed romantic, ever-looking for the cry of ‘In a sense, I have mastered the technique of a three-point landing! Even aviators can’t dash around on a corner of the street at a moment’s notice! But what a time you have getting up and down if you have 11 that I haven’t answered yet.”

Helen Imperi: Congratulations on having mastered the technique of a three-point landing! Even aviators can’t dash around on a corner of the street at a moment’s notice! But what a time you have getting up and down if you have 11 that I haven’t answered yet.

Why? Everybody knows that “Chesterton was not timid but certainly, eccentric, or perhaps a bit of a damsel in distress. In this respect, he went to his grave a disappointed romantic, ever-looking for the cry of ‘In a sense, I have mastered the technique of a three-point landing! Even aviators can’t dash around on a corner of the street at a moment’s notice! But what a time you have getting up and down if you have 11 that I haven’t answered yet.”

Audrey Snyder and Thomas Over­
klast presented the position of the church on education before the Catholic Evidence guild, November 12.

The encyclical on Christian Educa­
tion was freely quoted.

The Guild, which holds luncheon meetings every second Wednesday, inaugurated the practice of communia cupera before and after meals.

Bioh Department Expresses Appreciation

Thanks from the Biology Department to Miss Jane O’Connor, public school teacher of Spartans, now attending late afternoon classes here, for 100 botany slides donated to Aquinas.

The Guild, which holds luncheon meetings every second Wednesday, inaugurated the practice of communia cupera before and after meals.
Violent—always the same
peaceful, stately, and charming
her future profession—that of a school teacher. It will be
vite understanding and friendship. Janet's keen intelli-
best students.

At first you think of her as that graceful personification of
and the girls, especially, will learn by experience that she
strength enough to command respect, and soft enough to in-
Browning hotel, was a communal at-

Janet Konle has a smooth personality that grows on you.
This mild dignity in Janet, however, is well suited for
that "safety in numbers" is his motto. A smooth dancer,
son, "common-sensical," sympathetic, good-humored. His
South America. That's why he's been taking his Spanish
standing dance this year. He's already pledged his support.
Jim's great hope is that the College will sponsor an out-
dues the McKnights held in the past and are hoping
among these tireless
men, neither young nor old, striking
dian as well as Mongolian, this enemy

This Aquinas "tradition" is a comfortable sort of per-
sonality, "historical," sympathetic, well-honoured.
His outward appearance, too, makes him likeable—huggy,
red-checked, keen-eyed.
Jim has a natural eye to feminine beauty. We deduce
that "safety in numbers" is his motto. A smooth dancer,
son, "common-sensical," sympathetic, good-humored. His
South America. That's why he's been taking his Spanish
standing dance this year. He's already pledged his support.
Jim's great hope is that the College will sponsor an out-
dues the McKnights held in the past and are hoping
among these tireless
men, neither young nor old, striking
dian as well as Mongolian, this enemy

C. L. C. Poll
1. Do you ever attend parties on Sat-

Ninety-seven go down with Reuben

A most unusual play enabled the

Representative Man and Woman

One look at Jim McKnight and people generally get an
impulse to burst out with the rollicking "for he's a jolly good
fellow"—and a jolly good fellow he is!

Janet Konle

Promising Cagers Open Season
At Big Rapids Next Month
Move to Detroit for Game Two Days Later;
Fresno Falls Win Down

College 11 Ties
Alumni Squad
Pass Enables Tommies
To Gamer Deadlock

No Neutrality on This Issue—
Enlist in Campaign against Disease

No neutrality on this issue—
Enlist in Campaign against Disease

Last year and the year before and
the year before that, more than a
thousand Americans succumbed each
week, sixty thousand each year, to the
biting, eating germs of tuberculosis. These
thousands didn't give up their
lives to save America but died because
America failed to save them. We did

John James McKinley

Janet Konle

Dominican Tertians
Stege Retreat Here

During the second quarter, Jerry
Howell, fullback, dropped in on the
Howell scopped it up and tossed it to Jack
Bescey off to the right. Aided by
Bescey off to the right. Aided by

Dallas, two days later the Tommies
open the season against Ferris insti-
tution has a slight edge over Jerry Syd-

Six-foot-four Bob Rosenbach, another
product of Catholic Central, has
looked well in practice at center, and
another prospect, Babe Lemire, has
demonstrated a sufficient opportunity to dis-

John James McKinley

Janet Konle

Janet Konle

Janet Konle